
Each person that created a bird had perhaps considered their bird as insignificant, but see the visual proof
that the small actions of many can add up to something quite magnificent. 
Because our children are our future, I tied their branches closest to the last three windows, so they could
feel their birds soaring up to Heaven!  
Whether you created a bird or not, you are still an integral part of this art installation, simply by showing
up. Just walking down the hallway affects the movement of the birds and branches and adds to its magic
and beauty, just as our small individual actions do indeed matter. 
Please notice another unexpected delight provided by God: see how the Hebrew school children’s birds,
hung at the far end of the corridor, (closest to the office) are reflecting in the doors to the sanctuary,
looking as though they are in the sanctuary!

Rabbi Ari Lucas wanted an art installation of community healing that could be created during the month of Elul,
to be on display for Rosh Hashanah and throughout the high holidays. The goal was to provide congregants an
avenue to express their feelings and losses during these past few difficult years; as well as find a path towards
hope, healing and uplift, as we come back together in person; for many, the first time in three years. 

After much consideration and discussing with Cathi Robinson, we decided upon birds and clouds. The birds
symbolize our prayers soaring towards heaven and we cut many variations of doves, representing God's promise,
along with the rainbow, not to destroy the world again. Doves also express our collective desire for world peace.
The birds also represent our ability to rise high above the tumult and noise surrounding us in a fragmented and
distracted world; hopefully enabling us to gain perspective, just as we reflect from a longer view to do the
Teshuvah we embark upon during our sacred high holiday season. The clouds, which I sculpted from steel mesh
and then painted, symbolize for me that we need the rain to live and we grow from rain, and that we can seek
to experience "post traumatic growth" after coming through the saddest and most challenging moments of our
lives.

I worked with congregants of all ages, including senior citizens, members of our ECC, Religious school children,
and everyone in between. Each person chose a pre-cut bird where they could write and/or color or paint
anything that was in their hearts, as well as write their “personal prayer at the Kotel”. 

I was honored to witness the many ways people took this on. So many people told me they have “no artistic
ability whatsoever” and then began coloring and remarked how soothing it was to simply color or paint. Some
Pre-K parents wrote prayers for their families in between their child’s scribbled colors. Others told me of their
grief and losses as their young children enthusiastically painted. Congregants wrote exquisite poems that
surprised them and some collaged cherished quotes to their bird. Many congregants shared with me how
surprised they were by how much better they felt after creating their bird. One recent widow shared that she
experienced a great weight lifting off of her chest after creating her bird. 

Rabbi Cliff Miller dubbed this project “the Healing Feeling Ceiling”! 

This project became a sacred endeavor for me. As I tied each and every bird to the branches, I offered prayers
that the creator of this bird and their families may be blessed. Whether it was created by a small child, too
young to ask, or tiny writing, which indicated to me that this was a private prayer to God, so I respected that by
not reading it, but simply tying it with intention. 

Some things to notice:

Throughout this project, I tried to keep in mind that this was a co-collaboration with the community and with
God. There were many people who came to my aid, literally in answer to a prayer. I was delighted to better get
to know congregants that I had known for years, through the hours we worked together. Heartfelt thanks to
Cathi Robinson, Risa` Levi, Carole Shapiro, Carol Richmond, Joan Bronspiegel Dickman, Rosanne Bornstein, Dr.
Deborah Miller, Amiee Idan and the entire CAI staff and of course Rabbi Lucas for the idea and entrusting me
with this project. 

It became abundantly clear that we are all in need of healing, we all need to feel hope and we all certainly need
to come back together in person to fully feel the healing power of community. It is our coming together again
as a community that will help us soar into 5783!  L’Shana Tova and may we all be Blessed!  
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Soaring Together 
 into 5783!

Let our birds of prayer and hope soar high together!


